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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Fifty-Fifth Day: Wednesday, February 14, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 531*-152-102-76—29%W, 62%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #8 Crystal Clear (3rd race)—9-5 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #7 Skeptic (9th race)—7-2 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#6)CAPTAIN GAUGHEN: Sits the pocket trip; the class drop is significant  
(#3)LOST FOR WORDS: Handy bay has won 4 of last 5 going 5F on the turf 
(#1)IGO FORGREATNESS: Improving for Sano; zero-for-10 on the GP lawn 
(#2)SMALL FORTUNE: Dirt-to-turf angle suits; responds to Saez’s handling 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-1-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#3)CATSADIVA: In snug for conditioned $30K tag; strictly the one to beat 
(#1)SWEET PARANG: Loves six-furlongs on dirt; fires fresh for Nicks Barn 
(#6)FINAL FLURRY: Placed in 8-of-12 lifetime starts but steps up off claim 
(#5)PANCAKE: One for last 17 but gets needed class relief; dicey off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-6-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#8)CRYSTAL CLEAR: Jason Servis 36% with debut maiden claiming types  
(#4)SUNNY MY WAY: Improved for $16K w/ blinks; 3rd start of form cycle 
(#6)LISA MILA: Liking the turf-to-dirt play; the drop is significant, tighter 
(#5)AMAZING LILY: Sharp 3F move on 2-6-18; gets a seven-pound break 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-6-5 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)PEACE FRONT: Hooks dicey crew in first start vs. winners; stalks pace  
(#1)BODIE’S VALENTINE: Deep closer takes a stout class drop for Maker 
(#5)ELASTICITY: Game in “sloppy” maiden win; pedigree leans toward turf 
(#2)OSCURA: Sneaky “good” vs. winners; barn made most of limited starts 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-5-2 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)ADMIRAL JIMMY: Drops like a bad habit for TAP; holds all the aces  
(#8)ADMIRABLE KISS: “Cat-hopped” in his first start vs. winners off claim 
(#7)TO JOE: Turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint suits; capable on this class level 
(#5)NEW CHAMPION: He has never been in this cheap; speed and fade play 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-7-5 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#2)MITCHELL ROAD: Tough beat on debut at 8-1; holds the winning hand  
(#7)EQUAL RIGHTS: Her sire’s get are precocious; dam G3 stakes winner 
(#8)AMERICAN FROLIC: Big trouble last 2-turn turf start; experience edge 
(#1)RAGTIME SUZY: Shuffled back, steadied on debut; will love two-turns 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-8-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#6)ITALIAN SMILE: Zerpa barn 32% off claim, hood “on”; double-dip drop  
(#3)BUN BUN: Solid form off claim; tends to lack a decisive finishing kick 
(#8)TUESDAY’S ROSE: Forced out at the start in last; class drop on point 
(#7)BULLET THEBLUE SKY: Barn salty off claim; route-to-sprint, tries dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-8-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#6)STORMIN CHARLOTTE: Improved on the rise off claim—she’s handy 
(#3)AUGUST LILLY: Hit the board in last five outings; at best going 7.5F 
(#5)A SQUARE TO SPARE: Good late kick off the shelf in last; tighter today 
(#9)VINYARDNINA: Dyed in the wool closer needs early pace assistance 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-5-9 
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RACE NINE 
(#7)SKEPTIC: 3+ lengths off eventual stakes winner in two-turn debut  
(#2)SOUTH OF THE SHORE: 2nd behind stakes winner C.S. Incharge in last  
(#4)COMMENTARY: Solid in 2-turn debut try at Tampa; cost $475,000 
(#8)COACH ROCKS: Bay miss should relish two-turns on dirt; 8-1 on M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-4-8 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7)O. K. KAY: Neck off a next-out winner in her last start on this level 
(#8)ONE DIRECTION SONG: Exits the key prep; a speed and fade play 
(#6)SPECIALCNSYDRATION: Placed in 11-of-19 starts; third off shelf 
(#4)LONESOME PALM: Like the stretch out to two-turns; wheeled back 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-6-4 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#10)DINO DUDE: Game third on the rise in last outing; early pace factor 
(#6)WIGWAM SUMMER: Wide trip costly last time; positive jock change 
(#8)CRIME DOG: Gray has improved of the layoff for Simon; 6-1 on M.L. 
(#1)FREUDIAN FALL: 9-hole hurt in last start; closer will appreciate 8.5F 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-6-8-1 
 
 
* Selections not posted Friday, January 26-Sunday, January 28, 2018, 
and Saturday, February 3, 2018 
 
 
 


